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Since the beginning of production until today, the company has been systematically developing
the production of EUX shutters and accessories. As a result, in the EUX offer you can find various
models of pivoting, harmonica and sliding shades that are adjusted to modern and traditional
architecture. All EUX products are liable control and have EU Declaration of Conformity for CE
marking according to EN 13659.

We present our success daily through more than a thousand of regular clients located through
more than eight export markets. To our clients and partners we guarantee top speed and quality
work with more than eighty professional and experienced employees. EUX represents a brand
that you can confidently include and apply in your own offer.

Our development plans are oriented towards a strong export with an emphasis on
strengthening the position in the markets of the region where the company operates. High
expectations for the achievement of the aimed goal are based on rich experience and
motivated human resources, creatively directed towards the development of society.

The long-term direction towards the production of quality EUX accessories and shutters, as well
as fulfilling the wishes and needs of customers, ensured the company’s high position as a
manufacturer of fittings and aluminium shutters in the region.

Contact us with full confidence if you are looking for advancement so we can achieve our
common goals together!

We believe our team is strong enough to become your partner as well“
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EUX has chosen aluminium as the main
component of its production because it can be
shaped into any size and shape which makes it
suitable for creating various dimensions of the
final product.

The lightness of the material itself enables an
elegant and aesthetically attractive appearance
in any shape.

Aluminium made shades provide an excellent
sound and thermal insulation because of the
high quality structure of the material in the final
product.

Organization represents one of the fundamental
elements of any production, and with aluminium
joinery it has a key role due to a dynamic and
time-consuming process of work, which includes
both production and final delivery of finished
products.

Architects and engineers consider aluminium to be one of the
best solutions for use in any form of construction. Its durability,
corrosion resistance and lightness make it a fundamental
material in industry. Aluminium is the ideal solution for
thermally demanding tasks; it is highly fire resistant and
requires low maintenance.

Due to its specific structure, aluminium provides exceptional
durability and the strength of the final product, thus
representing a more durable solution that requires very little
maintenance compared to other materials. Durability is also
an important economic factor when choosing ALU joinery.

The production of EUX shutters is
completely certified and implemented
by applying the most modern software
solutions with application of high
quality production facilities.

“
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PRODUCTION

Aluminium is a resilient and durable
element which enables more permanent
solutions for various joinery elements, which
among other things includes shutters.

Aluminium can be almost completely
recycled, even up to 100 %. The aesthetics is
one of the advantages of aluminium joinery
since aluminium enables manufacturing of
more elegant and more pleasant product
solutions and shapes.

We developed the EUX shutter to meet various aesthetic and
functional requirements in accordance with traditional and
modern constructions that are applied in individual areas. We
have decided to offer you security, durability and technical
advantage.



EUX aluminium shutters offer numerous solutions nomatter if the architecture in question is modern or traditional. Various EUX aluminium shutter
models can respond even to the strictest architectural demands. If modern architecture is concerned, that is the territory of sliding and folding
sliding shutter models, models that are meant to be installed on a Styrofoam facade or shutter without a trim which are installed directly on the
window frame.

In traditional architecture first place goes to the rustic aluminium shutter models with their “Dalmatian and Istrian shutters” variations while
folding shutter systems “Padovana” and “Vicentina” offer the possibility of installation with or without a frame directly on the stone joist.

EUX aluminium model shutters offer more installation options. If there is an adequate surface, they can be installed on the edge of the facade
with their frame. EUX shutters with a frame offer the solution for deep window heads with Styrofoam insulation, and are installed right next to the
window itself, without leaving an empty space between the window and the shutters. In several models of EUX shutters with a frame, it’s possible
to install a vertical or horizontal mosquito net. The models of EUX shutters without a frame can be installed directly on the window jamb
regardless if it is a PVC, wooden or aluminium window.

The main advantage when installing EUX shutter with a frame is that it offers the possibility to install a mosquito net in the shutter frame and to
have it affixed to the window frame. This means that a significant amount of assembly time on the subject has been saved because the
preliminary work, that the EUX shutters offer, has been done.

While producing EUX shutters we use high-quality EUX accessories, such as hinges and rustic hinges which are distinguished from other similar
products on the market by the best anticorrosive protection.

EUX shutters offer numerous solutions

EUX shutters offer more assembling possibilities

EUX accessories

ALUMINIUM SHUTTERS
AESTHETICS& POSSIBILITIES
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ZARIA
Facade shutter with a frame
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CLASSICAL
Zaria facade R40 shutterZaria is a shutter model with a 45 mm thick frame which suits any type of

architecture with its straight lines. The Zaria shutter offers the possibility of
performance of fixed oval louvers in a semi-open position or moveable
louvers which can regulate the entry of the light into space.

Besides their primary shading and anti-theft safety function, they have a
very important aesthetic function on each object.

Zaria is installed on the edge of the facade with its facade frame.

Multiple versions of the “Z” frame with a 22 mm, 50 mm and 70
mm central crossbar are available. It can be inserted into the
window head with an “L” jamb without the central crossbar and
with an adequate hinge; it is possible to set the offset of the sash.

Sash offset exists in two versions: a 30 mm and a 70 mm offset
from the trim of the shutter.

The shutter model is available with diverse opening options, from
classical swing shutter wings to folding shutter wings and offset
shutter wings assisted by telescopic window hinges.

Horizontal cross-section
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Anti-theft protection

Aesthetics

Shading function

Facade aluminium shutters Zaria are
classical EUX aluminium shutters.
They are produced as the main
product with a classical shutter
appearance and shape but with the
emphasis on the aesthetics with
which it contributes to any building.



AURORA
EUX facade shutter with a frame
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STYLISH Aurora EUX facade shutter

Aurora is a shutter model with rounded lines which represents a balanced
compromise between a traditional rustic shutter style and a modern shutter
style with moveable louvers.

Therefore, Aurora is a shutter model that can adjust to all modern and
traditional architecture living styles.

Horizontal cross-section

15 16

Aurora shutter with a rounded “Z” frame is installed on the edge
of the facade. The central crossbar is 30 mm in length. This type
of shutter can be installed with a “Maco” type of overhead hinges
or hidden hinges.

The opening system is designed the same as on all traditional
wooden shutters, and it is made with a rustic Maco handle and a
metal bar.

It enables various swing and folding shutter wing options, frames
on all 4 sides or just on 3 sides in which case at the bottom of the
shutter wing a brush is placed to prevent the light from passing
through.

It is available with fixed or moveable louvers or with a flat panel.
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Adaptability

Aesthetics

Shading function

Rounded aluminium facade shutters
Aurora are a version of a traditional
shutter. They are produced to
represent an architectural application
and adaptability to both modern and
traditional designer solutions.



DINATA
Shutter with a frame and a built-in mosquito net
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BUILT-IN

Dinata shutter with a frame

EUX Dinata shutter with a frame offers the possibility of installation on a
Styrofoam facade. It is affixed with its trim to the window frame, thereby
leaving no empty space between the window and the shutter. It is possible
to install a vertical or a horizontal mosquito net into the shutter trim.

With its robust frame and a swing shutter wing design, it can be adjusted to
suit the most demanding conditions of modern and traditional construction.

Dinata is available in options with fixed or moveable louvers or with a flat
panel shutters.

Horizontal cross-section

21 22

Dinata shutters offer two types of frame. The 50 x 70 mm frame is
intended for the mosquito net installation. The 30 x 45 mm frame
is intended for thinner Styrofoam insulations and it cannot be
installed with a mosquito net.

Both trim dimensions offer the possibility of installation of a 15
mm high window sill with a rubber gasket to prevent the light
from passing through.

Both trim versions offer the possibility of a classic swing or a
folding shutter wings.
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Mosquito net

Robust design

Adaptability

Shutters with a mosquito net are
aluminium shutters of exceptional
quality which have a possibility of
pest protection and which provide
a carefree environment in summer!



FORTUNA
Shutter with a frame and an integrated mosquito net
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INTEGRATED

Fortuna shutter with a frame

Fortuna is a shutter with a 55x83 mm trim that is installed to the window
frame and thereby leaving no empty space between the window and the
shutter.

It is possible to integrate a vertical or a horizontal mosquito net into the trim
which is completely aligned with the shutter frame and it can be ordered in
diverse wood imitation RAL colours.

Fortuna is available with fixed andmoveable louvers or with a flat panel, with
classic swing or folding shutter wings.

Horizontal cross-section

27 28

Fortuna shutter has a 55x83mm frame with a space intended for
the installation of a mosquito net. The 55x83 mm shutter frame is
available with a cover that offers the possibility of a subsequent
mosquito net installation.

The cover can easily be removed and the mosquito net can be
installed on its place.

The 55x83mm frame offers the possibility of installation of a short
15 mm sill with a rubber gasket to prevent the light from passing
through.
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Upgradability

Mosquito net

Shading function

Shutters with an integrated
mosquito net Fortuna are
shutters that allow subsequent
modifications and integration
of a mosquito net. Enjoy a
carefree summer!



GERAS
Frameless shutter installed directly on the stone joist
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RUSTIC
Geras shutter on a stone joist

Geras rustic shutter is amodel without a frame, installed directly on the stone
joist. The 40mm thick shutter wing has a rubber gasket that is placed against
the stone surface which prevents the light from passing through.

With the appropriate hinge the shutter is affixed directly on the stone surface
without a trim.

It is available with fixed or moveable louvers or with flat panels. It offers the
classic wing or folding shutter wing option.

Horizontal cross section

33 34
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Geras shutter is installed directly on the stone. The central
crossbar is 17 mm long and it has a groove for the seal.

The shutter can be installed with “Maco” overhead hinges or with
hidden hinges. The shutter model offers the possibility of making
a swing or folding shutter wings with moveable and fixed louvers
or a flat panel.



Simple installation

Design possibilities

Shading function

Aluminium rustic shutters without
a frame are a unique choice for all
rustic architectural forms. The
possibilities of installation facilitate
the implementation of shutters
even on stone and other
traditional buildings.



GAIA
EUX rounded shutter
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ROUNDED
Gaia rounded shutterGaia is a shutter model which fits perfectly with its rounded lines to the

traditional architecture. It is installed directly on the edge of the facade.

It enables the classic swing and folding shutter wing option. It is available with
fixed or moveable louvers or with a flat panel.

The shutter on the picture is made in the wood imitation colour which
accentuates best its rounded lines.

Horizontal cross-section

39 40

Gaia rounded shutter with a frame is intended to be installed on
the edge of the facade.

Gaia is a shutter model with curved frame and shutter wing lines.
The shutter has a “Z” trim with a central 40 mm long crossbar.

It is available with swing or folding shutter wings and offers the
possibility of having fixed or moveable louvers or flat panels.



Adaptability

Aesthetics

High quality

Rounded aluminium shutters are
a perfect solution for all designer
and architectural projects which
aim to accentuate the traditional
lines and other elements of the
building.



PERUN
Istrian / Dalmatian shutter
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TRADITIONAL

Perun shutter
Perun is a typical shutter in the Mediterranean areas. It is characterized by a flat
panel with 60 mm wide vertical lines, completely visible both from the inside
and the outside. Because of their charm in the Adriatic, aluminium shutters are
called “Istrian shutters” or “Dalmatian shutters”.

Besides their functionality, they fit perfectly on old stone houses and are an
excellent fit for any rustic design. They aremade of themost quality aluminium-
plastic materials and are very easy to maintain, Perun offers the classic swing
and folding shutter option.

Horizontal cross-section

45 46

Perun shutters can be installed with or without a frame directly on
the stone joist. Besides the classic wing shutters, the system
enables the possibility of coming with diverse folding shutter
versions such as “alla Padovana” and “alla Vicentina”.

They are available with swing and folding shutter wings or with
flat panels with horizontal or vertical lines.

The model offers multiple variations and opening systems.

16

40 4030



Flat panel or Dalmatian shutters will bring
some charm to your rustic buildings. It will
increase the value and beauty of your real
estate!

Rustic design

Lowmaintenance

High quality



08 RUSTICA
Pannelled shutter without visible wing edges
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MEDITERRANEAN

Rustica shutter
The flat panel shutter has no visible wing edges but shows only the boards just
like the traditional wooden shutters. This model of aluminium flat panel shutter
offers the possibility of installation of horizontal lines on the inside and vertical
lines on the outside.

The space between the inside and the outside panel can be filled with a 24mm
Styrofoam insulation which increases both thermal and sound insulation. They
aremade of quality aluminium profiles with “Sea side” plastic protection for sea
and salt conditions.

Horizontal cross-section

51 52

Flat panel aluminium shutter Rustica offers the possibility of
installation with or without the frame directly on the stone.

Apart from the classic swing wing shutter, this model offers the
possibility of multiple folding wings such as “all Padovana” and
“alla Vicentina”.

43
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Flat panel shutter is an excellent
choice for traditional stone
houses which possess an
enchanting beauty. Restore the
Mediterranean spirit of your real
estate and decorate it with flat
panel aluminium shutter Rustica.

Sea side protection

Increased insulation

Mediterranean charm



09 STORICA
Traditional pannelled shutter with reinforcement
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COMBINED
Storica panel shutterStorica is a shutter model that has no visible wing edges but shows only the

boards just like the traditional wooden shutters. It is characterized by additional
reinforcement on the inside which has both a functional and aesthetic note.

The shutter has a flat panel which can be installed with horizontal and vertical
lines. Storica offers the possibility of installation with its own frame or without the
frame directly to the stone. The shutters are made of quality aluminium panels
and require lowmaintenance.

Horizontal cross-section

57 58

Storica panel shutter enables the installation with its own frame
or without the frame directly to the stone.

Apart from classical swing wing shutters this model also offers
the possibility of folding opening such as “alla Padovana” or “alla
Vicentina”.

16
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The uniqueness of this model will please all
enthusiasts of traditional details. If you wish to
have something special anddifferent, the Storica
model will give a special note to your real estate.

Aesthetics

Traditional charm

Rustic design



ARTEMIS
Shutter installed directly on the window jamb
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DIRECTLY
Artemis shutters without a frameArtemis shutter is a model without a frame that is installed directly onto the

window frame, whether it’s PVC, aluminium, or a wooden window.

A shutter without a frame can be easily adapted to diverse living conditions with
its simplicity and thereby complete the aesthetics of every object.

It is available with fixed or moveable louvers or with flat panels. Besides from
the classic swing shutters, it is possible to have folding wings.

Horizontal cross-section

63 64

Artemis shutter without a frame offers the possibility of
installation directly onto the window frame.

The advantage of this model is that there is no shutter installation
on the building. Instead, the shutter is affixed directly to the
window frame due to the previous preparatory work on the PVC
window.

This shutter model offers the possibility of installation on
Styrofoam facades up to 210 mm thick, but also the possibility of
installation before the Styrofoam facade has been set up.

40



Easy installation

Aesthetics

Comprehensive solution

Shutters without the frame
Artemis decrease the assembly
and installation phases and
steps during the implementation
and installation of shutters on
buildings.



11 HARMONIA
EUX folding sliding shutters
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ELEGANT

Folding sliding
shutter

Folding sliding shutters are an ideal solution for large panoramic openings.
They are a very important detail in the modern architecture.

They offer the possibility of diverse opening options with odd and even
shutter wings as well as the possibility of locking.

It is possible to install the lower slide rail as an overhead or buried version.

Vertical cross-section

69 70

Folding sliding shutters offer the
possibility of having an unlimited
number of shutter wings. With this
system overload is impossible
because each shutter wing has
its own hinge.

The Harmonia model offers a
wide range of flat panels such as
moveable of fixed louvers,
perforated tin, corrugated tin,
Funder Max panels and various
board imitations.



Folding sliding shutters Harmonia with their
different possibilities of execution and
adaptability in implementation offer a unique
experience in performance of modern design
solutions.

Aesthetics

Diversity of possibilities

Unlimited number of
shutter wings



12 HERA
Facade sliding shutters
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FUNCTIONALITY Hera facade sliding shutters

EUX sliding shutters are a very important detail in modern architecture. They
are the perfect solution for large openings.

Besides the very important aesthetics, they have a very good protective
function. They are available with fixed or moveable louvers or with flat panels.

It is a common practice to install an electric drive for the opening and
closing of EUX sliding shutters. They can come with only one sliding shutter
wing or with multiple parallel sliding wings.

Vertical cross-section

75 76

The Heramodel is a system of sliding shutters
with top and bottom sliding rails which are
installed on the facade above and below the
opening.

The bottom rail can be installed as an
overhang or embedded underneath. Such
system allows for the installation of several
parallel rails.



Protective function

Aesthetics

Unique solution

Sliding aluminium shutters with
different options of implementation
and increase in aesthetics of every
building represent a unique choice in
any architectural project.



13 FLY
EUX sliding shutter with a frame
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SIMPLICITY
Fly sliding shutter is a very simple and practical model of sliding systems which
are installed on openings of larger dimensions.

They are often used for shading terraces, loggias or outside gazebos. Due to its
functionality and simplicity they make a very important aesthetic detail on the
facades of modern buildings.

81 82

Fly sliding shutters offer the possibility of installation of only one rail up to
multiple odd or even rails depending on the architectural demands.

By using the handle, sliding wings can be closed on the inside in two positions
and on the outside with a closing lever which allows the shutter to be pulled
along the rails.

Panels of the sliding wings can be made with fixed or moveable louvers and
different board imitations.

Fly sliding shutters
Vertical cross-section



Practical

Aesthetics

Modern solution

Due to its functionality
and simplicity they are a
very important aesthetic
detail on the facades of
modern buildings.

84
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RAL COLOUR
OPTIONS
All our EUX shutters are available in different RAL
colours and wood imitations with increased protection
for seaside conditions (Qualicoat “Seaside”).

RAL colours are obtained with a simple procedure that
consists in “colouring” aluminium panels in all colours
varieties of the RAL chart by using thermos-reactive
polyester powder colours.

This type of final processing includes textured, metal-
like and dotted finishing. The process of decoration of
panels ensures high quality standards and high
strength.

Aluminium profiles are coated with a layer of powder
which by using special automated applicators
creates tree rings.

Our special collection includes
shiny,matteandcoarse colours,
and among others, marble,
antique and rustic effects.“

Download the certificate on the quality of RAL colours

85

Colours that are always available in our warehouse are
white, brown, green, anthracite, grey, dark walnut and
gold oak. For other colours of interest please send us an
inquiry about availability and possibilities of purchase.
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HANDLES FOR
SHUTTERS

1 TYPE 6028 - Standard handle

Automatic snap lock

Old-fashioned shutter lock

TYPE 6027 - extra shallow handle (H = 21 mm)

TYPE 6022 - shallow handle (H = 33,7 mm)

2

3

4

5

EUX shutters offer several systems for opening and
closing of wings from the modern semi-olive to rustic
handles with a metal bar.

22

23

24

21

25



LEVERS FOR
LOUVERS OPENING

Mounting lever

Button-head handle

Lever shutter handle

Low profile handle

Preinstalled lever

Mini tensioner

A

B

C

D

E

F

EUX offers several possibilities for louvers opening out of
which each facilitates the regulation of the light passing
through the louvers.

2A
2B 2C

89

2D

2E

2F
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SHUTTERS
HOLDERS

5

6

11 12

13 14

5

6

2

4

1 TYPE 1
Standard PVC shutter holder

TYPE 3
Stainless steel SAVIO shutter holder

TYPE 2
Standard metal shutter holder

TYPE 4
Metal BLOKANT shutter holder

3

We offer several different shutter holders. There are
options that require drilling of the facade or stone and
other options that do not require drilling.

TYPE 5
Magic Black shutter holder on the hinge

TYPE 6
Window mounted shutter holder



18

93

1

87 TYPE 7
COBRA shutter holder

TYPE 8
Automatic brake on the hinge

TYPE 9
Magnet shutter holder

TYPE 10
Metal lifting holder

19 110
109



TP
Three-wing folding

DP
Two-wing folding

DP-LIB
Two-wing folding

DZ
Two-wing swing

JZ
Single-wing swing

TP-LIB
Three-wing folding

CP
Four-wing folding

CP-LIB
Four-wing folding
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Potrebna nova slika
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DISTRIBUTIONOF
EUX SHUTTERS

Find outmore about the possibilities of distribution

Contract a purchase of high-quality EUX shutters with us! You
can also search and buy EUX shutters through our distributors
and in cooperation with them agree on the fastest and
simplest way of production and installation.

Croatia1 Italy2
Slovakia

Slovenia3 Bosnia and Herzegovina4
Hungary5 Romania6 Montenegro8

Start a business cooperation with us and become one
of the distributors of EUX shutters on your territory!“

98

The basic idea of the company Euro Tim LLC is the establishment of the wholesale
distribution network on the territory of the Republic Croatia and neighbouring countries. We
provide to our partners an undisturbed resale of EUX shutters by offering competitive market
conditions as well as constant technical, sales and marketing support.



CERTIFIED BUSINESS

99

Download our shutter certificates!

Zaria Dinata Harmonia SeaSide

After implementation of internationally accepted certificates the company
Euro Tim LLC has increased the competitiveness of the company on the
national and international market and improved a series of business
processes within the company: finances and accounting, human resources
management, property management, logistics, marketing, sales, supply,
strategic planning, supervision and new technologies, that is, harmonization of
technical and technological aspects.

Introduction of certificates had a positive result on the overall business of the
company, and by maintaining the certification system we have ensured the
high level quality of production. With the introduction of norms into business
procedures and documentation in a paper and digital form allowed our
business processes to become simpler, faster and more efficient both within
and outside of the company.



Quality is the imperative of the EUX company. It is
achieved with adequate organisation of expert and
competent personnel without which the continuous
maintaining and improvement of this quality
wouldn’t be possible.

Modern times require new improvements and
advancements in various engineering, architectural
and designing aspects, such as heat and sound
insulation, the control of sun and weather conditions,
and the possibilities of aesthetic forms and shapes.

The key vision of the company is having and keeping
the position of the best authority in the world of
aluminium shutters and aluminium joinery on
national and foreign markets. We are always looking
for partners who wish to grow with us on our journey.

Products and services of the EUX company strive to achieve a
comprehensive satisfaction of its business partners and end
users. It is our desire to become a unique, reliable and
authoritative source for all solutions relating to shutters and
shutter hinges.

EUX presents its success daily through more than a thousand
of regular clients located through more than eight export
markets. To our clients and partners we guarantee supreme
pace and quality work with more than eighty expert and highly
skilled employees.

To our partners, end users and clients we offer top quality in
an efficient and optimal way, by following and developing
new trends and technologies.

EUX products have a superior
authority in its field of operation and
constantly develop its potential,
quality and implementation through
continuous development of aluminium
carpentry and its production.

“
102

COOPERATION

EUX shutter systems encompass their mission
and vision of the company in a unique phrase
“excellent user experience“.

It represents the goal of the development
process and production of the company. We
wish to offer the best user experience to our
business partners and clients.

Join us in our business success and in creating more
beautiful business buildings and homes through innovative
upgrade of buildings with EUX aluminium shutters.

8
Export markets

12+
Years of experience

1000+
Regular clients
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Certificates

Business Headquarters Primorje-Gorski Kotar County
Contact us!

Zadar and Šibenik-Knin County

Split-Dalmatia County

1

2

3

4

Safety

Organisation

Always with you

Honest cooperation

Excellence

Control

Teamwork

Your partner

Quality

CONTACT
Let’s become partners!

1 2

3

4

Contact us and check if we are looking for partners that would represent our registered brand EUX® in your country/region.

Administration
Škropeti 17 T, 52423 Karojba
Istria, Croatia

Marinići BB, Viškovo
51000 Rijeka
rijeka@eux.co

Murvica IK5A
23000 Zadar
zadar@eux.co

Hrvatske neovisnosti 6
21000 Split
split@eux.co

Tel. : +385 (0)52 691 350
Fax : +385 (0)52 691 263

eux@eux.co
www.eux.co

We wish to offer our experience, knowledge, trust, reliability and the desire for cooperation and successful realisation of
common goals to all our current and future partners.
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www.eux.co


